We report the generation of stable and tunable electron bunches with very low absolute energy spread (ÁE%5 MeV) accelerated in laser wakefields via injection and trapping at a sharp downward density jump produced by a shock front in a supersonic gas flow. The peak of the highly stable and reproducible electron energy spectrum was tuned over more than 1 order of magnitude, containing a charge of 1-100 pC and a charge per energy interval of more than 10 pC=MeV. Laser-plasma electron acceleration with Ti:sapphire lasers using this novel injection mechanism provides high-quality electron bunches tailored for applications.
Laser-driven electron acceleration activities have seen a tremendous increase over the past decade, especially since the experimental breakthrough of the first acceleration of relativistic electron bunches exhibiting monoenergetic features in their spectrum [1] . In the so-called laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [2] , electrons are accelerated by the longitudinal electric fields of the charge density wave (plasma wave) trailing a highintensity laser pulse through a plasma. These accelerating fields are on the order of a few 100 GV=m and thus 3-4 orders of magnitude larger than achievable in stateof-the-art radio-frequency accelerators, thereby offering a way to shrink future particle accelerators to small scale devices.
One of the important applications of the inherently fewfs long electron bunches [3, 4] is currently the generation of ultrashort XUV/x-ray bursts with narrow or broad bandwidth via undulator radiation [5] , Thomson backscattering [6] , or betatron radiation [7, 8] . Especially for narrowband x rays, a precise control of the electrons' peak energy E peak and a low full width at half maximum (FWHM) energy spread ÁE are important.
These parameters are closely linked with the process of electron injection and trapping into the plasma wave, which defines the acceleration length of the particles. Self-injection via transverse wave breaking [9] offers a simple possibility to seed the accelerator; however, it has several shortcomings. The position and length of the electron injection region depends on highly nonlinear processes such as self-focusing of the laser pulse. Thus, although stable self-injection regimes have been observed [10] , large fluctuations in the acceleration length and accordingly E peak and ÁE are often experienced and the control over the bunch properties is very limited.
Alternative approaches for injection aiming at both the stabilization and control of the process typically prevent self-injection by choosing a laser intensity and background plasma density below the self-injection threshold, while still driving a strongly nonlinear plasma wave [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In the colliding pulse scheme, a beat wave between the main laser pulse driving the plasma wave and an additional, counterpropagating pulse heats some of the electrons at the collision point such that they gain enough momentum to be trapped [11] [12] [13] . A different scheme is ionization injection, where gas mixtures with different ionization intensity thresholds are used to inject electrons that are liberated from the core in the correct phase of the plasma wave; however, only very broad electron spectra are achieved with this technique [14, 15] . Modulation of the plasma density profile offers a third way to control electron trapping. In slow density downramps, the plasma wavelength p , given in the nonrelativistic limit [16] as
, where e and m e are the electron charge and mass, n e the background electron density, 0 the vacuum permittivity, and c the vacuum speed of light, increases with propagation through the plasma. Thus, the phase velocity of the plasma wave behind the laser pulse is reduced; i.e., the electron density maxima propagate with a reduced velocity. Thus, a larger portion of the plasma wave electrons are faster than the local phase velocity and can propagate into the accelerating part and be trapped. This has been demonstrated experimentally for mildly relativistic electron bunches with low absolute energy spread [17] . Recently, it was shown that highly relativistic electron bunches can also be generated with high stability in this scheme, however, with ÁE $ 50 MeV and ÁE= E % 20%-50%, because the injection process extended over a certain period [18] .
In contrast to slow downramps, sharp downward density jumps with a scale length of p or even shorter enable a fundamentally different injection process [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . To understand and illustrate the process, we have performed three-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with the codes ILLUMINATION [25] and VORPAL [26] using the measured density profile and parameters matching the presented experiments. Figure 1(a) shows the longitudinal density profile with the step and Figs. 1(b)-1(d) lineouts of the electron density distribution in the plasma wave at three different time frames during the propagation of the laser pulse through the plasma [27] . To illustrate the injection effect, only carefully selected lineouts of the 3D simulation are plotted. In the high density part (n 1 ) before the transition, the laser excites a nonlinear plasma wave with its distinct peaks in the electron density separated by p;1 . Here, the nonlinearity of the plasma wave is below the threshold for self-injection. Due to the sharp transition, the first peak is still in the same distance behind the laser pulse right after it has entered the region with lower density n 2 . Here, the plasma wave forms again with p;2 > p;1 and a new electron density maximum evolves behind the one that is left over from before the transition [ Fig. 1(d) ]. Thus, the electrons from the initial wave are injected into the accelerating phase, where some of them are trapped and accelerated. Our simulations show that the injection process starts to degrade for longer transition widths and ceases completely for > p . Due to the extremely rapid injection, all electrons are injected at the same position and have the same acceleration length leading to small ÁE. Simulations indicate that in the second bucket the electrons are injected more to the front; thus, they dephase much sooner and also defocus at the electron density maximum at the back of the first oscillation. Thus, these electrons are not detected in the experiment. During this injection mechanism, the plasma wave never reaches the classical wave-breaking limit, where self-injection takes place.
While this scheme has been studied theoretically [20, 21] in great detail, first experimental attempts, where the transition was created by a second, perpendicularly propagating laser pulse arriving before the main pulse, have not been able to produce stable, monoenergetic electron bunches [22, 23] , possibly due to the transition being longer than p . Recently, a new approach to produce these sharp transitions by shock fronts in supersonic flows has been presented [24] . While it was demonstrated that this controlled injection improves the accelerator output significantly compared to the self-injection scheme, these experiments have been performed with sub-10-fs laser pulses with low pulse energy limiting the achievable electron energy, bunch charge, and tunability.
In this Letter, we present the successful realization of the described scheme, now producing stable electron bunches with higher charge and widely tunable energy. To this end, we used ATLAS, a Ti:sapphire laser delivering pulses with 28 fs and an on-target energy of 770 mJ. A FWHM spot size of 13:5 m and an intensity of 8:5 Â 10 18 W=cm 2 (a 0 ¼ 2:0) is reached with a f=15 focusing geometry, taking losses due to residual phase front distortions into account. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The ATLAS pulses are focused into the He gas target. As in Schmid et al. [24] , a razor blade is placed as an obstacle in a supersonic flow produced by a de Laval nozzle. Due to the supersonic flow speed, the gas flow has to adapt locally to the distortion; i.e., a shock front is formed in the gas, which has a higher density n 1 than the gas in the undisturbed part of the jet (here: n 2 % 0:6n 1 ). At the edge of the shock front, a sharp density transition develops, which is used for electron injection. The electron energy spectrum is recorded by a high resolution, absolutely calibrated permanent magnet spectrometer [28] . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the accelerator output of consecutive laser shots utilizing the conventional selfinjection and the new controlled injection method. In the experiment, electrons have been first accelerated via selfinjection without the razor blade at a background electron density of n e ¼ 1:2 Â 10 19 cm À3 . Statistics of 500 shots after parameter optimization showed an injection probability of 93%, E peak ¼ 27 MeV, and an absolute FHWM energy spread of ÁE ¼ 21 MeV. Subsequently, the background density was reduced to n e ¼ 0:6 Â 10 19 cm À3 , where the injection probability dropped to zero and no accelerated electrons could be detected. Upon moving the razor blade into the flow and creating the sharp density transition, stable electron bunches with E peak ¼ 25 MeV and ÁE ¼ 3 MeV appeared on the detector with a probability of 99%. The absence of any lower energy electrons in the controlled injection case proves that all accelerated electrons are injected at the density transition.
The location of the density transition as well as the total acceleration length and thus also the final electron energy are precisely tunable by varying the position of the razor blade. Figure 4 shows six different runs with the same laser parameters, where the setup was tuned to produce different electron energies [27] . The statistics (Table I) show that ÁE % 5-6 MeV is constant for all runs; i.e., the absolute energy spread is defined by the injection and conserved during the acceleration. Accordingly, the relative energy spread is reduced for higher energies. Figure 4 the FWHM divergence for all runs. The data are in good agreement with the 1= fit, proving that not only the absolute energy spread, but also the normalized transverse emittance is approximately conserved during the acceleration and determined only by the injection process, as also observed by Sears et al. [29] .
Tuning of the injection position also enables a measurement of the accelerating field. The termination of the acceleration has been estimated as the location where the plasma density has dropped to 80% of the maximum value in the plateau n 2 . This assumption does not affect the accelerating gradient. Although the measurements in Fig. 4 have been performed at different densities, an average accelerating field of 190 GV=m is derived, which matches the value expected from the nonrelativistic, cold wave-breaking limit of 185 GV=m for the average density of n e;avg % 3:7 Â 10 18 cm À3 [30] .
A laser upgrade close to the end of the experimental campaign enabled us to repeat the measurements with a higher on-target pulse energy of 1200 mJ, again taking all losses into account, reaching a 0 ¼ 2:5. With the new laser parameters, a significant increase in the accelerated charge has been observed. Figure 5 shows a stable run, where the accelerator was tuned to 50 MeV [27] . Here, the charge could be increased strongly, while keeping the energy spread at ÁE %5 MeV. Thus, a charge per energy interval of more than 10 pC=MeV was reached, which is the highest reported value to our knowledge for stable, highly relativistic electron bunches. Beam-loading effects [31] , i.e., a reduction of the accelerating field and increased energy spread for high charges, have not been observed here, which is probably due to the low plasma density of %1:5 Â 10 18 cm À3 in this run. In general, electrons have been accelerated with stable parameters from shot to shot over an extended range (up to 200 MeV) and obtaining significantly higher charges compared to the results with lower laser pulse energy.
In conclusion, we have shown that shock-front injection, i.e., electron trapping at sharp density jumps produced by a shock front in supersonic flows, offers a very powerful, yet simple method to inject electrons into laser-driven wakefields. The results demonstrate that not only the reproducibility, stability, and tunability is improved strongly compared to self-injection experiments, but also that the absolute energy spread of ÁE % 5 MeV is significantly lower compared to other injection methods producing highly relativistic electron bunches. The charge per energy interval, an important number for all future applications such as undulator radiation, was increased strongly due to the narrow bandwidth and the bunch charge being on the order of 1-100 pC. The maximum electron energy was limited around 150-200 MeV due to limitations of the setup in the present experiment; however, several 100 MeV as already shown in other experiments with similar laser parameters are expected with improvements being currently under way. Thus, relative energy spreads below 1% FWHM are within reach. This work is supported by DFG-Project Transregio TR18, by the Association EURATOM-Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik and by The Munich Centre for Advanced Photonics (MAP). 
